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Abstract
Social science theories are developed to understand problematic behavior and describe the
social structure believed to be the cause. Only occasionally used, system dynamics has long
been considered an ideal testing ground for such theories.
Most Americans believe in equal opportunity for men and women, yet the difference
between the number of men and women in leadership positions, the “leadership gap”,
continues to be significant. In Justice, Gender, and the Family, Susan Moller Okin presents
a feminist theory of a social structure that perpetuates the U.S. gender gap in leadership.
This paper interprets Okin’s theory by translating the descriptive theory into a system
dynamics model and analyzing whether the structure Okin presents produces the behavior
she describes. With an eye to closing the leadership gap, the purpose of this research is to
more deeply understand Okin’s theory and the ability of system dynamics to advance social
science theory in general and feminist theory in particular.
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1 Introduction
“As long as women are prevented from attaining their highest possibilities,
so long will men be unable to achieve the greatness which might be theirs.” 1
-- 'Abdu'l-Bahá
Most Americans believe they live in an egalitarian society, a society where men and women are
treated equally. Unfortunately, despite the progress that has been made in the last 40 years -- the
number of women that have entered the workforce, the increase in the availability of childcare and
part-time employment options, and the changes in attitudes in both the workplace and family that
support women pursuing careers -- the facts do not support a belief in an egalitarian society. While
the situation has certainly improved from 40 years ago, in reality the U.S. is far from reaching gender
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equity (World Economic Forum 2006, Wilson 2004, Babcock and Laschever 2003, Rhode 2003).
This difference, or gap, between men‟s and women‟s achievement is known as the “gender gap”.
In her 1989 book Justice, Gender, and the Family, the late Susan Moller Okin, professor of
Political Science at Stanford University, presents a feminist theory of a social structure that
perpetuates the U.S. gender gap in education, employment, and leadership.2 This paper presents
an interpretation of Okin‟s theory. It translates the descriptive dynamic theory into a system
dynamics model and analyzes whether the structure Okin presents produces the behavior she
describes. System dynamics has been used previously to explore social science theories, yet
feminist theory, a specific type of social science theory, is new territory. The purpose of this
research is to more deeply understand this theory of gender equity and the applicability of system
dynamics to issues of gender.3
In preparation for developing a system dynamics model of Okin‟s theory, the rest of section 1
discusses the role of system dynamics in advancing social science and feminist theory, and
characterizes the problem of the U.S. gender gap. The theory is described and translated into a
causal loop model in section 2. The system dynamics simulation model, composed of three
submodels, is summarized in section 3. In section 4, the model validation is explained and a
sample simulation is provided comparing simulation results with empirical data from the
literature. Then, in section 5, the simulation results of some likely scenarios are compared with
the behavior Okin describes. Finally, section 6 presents the major findings and current
limitations of the research, as well as opportunities for further development.
1.1 Social Science Theory and System Dynamics
Social science theories are developed in an attempt to understand a problematic behavior, and
describe the social structure believed to be causing it. System dynamics has long been
considered an ideal testing ground for social science theories (Forrester 1961), but has not as
often been used for that purpose (Lane 2001).
The value that system dynamics adds to an exploration of theory is multidimensional: the
translation of a theory into a model clarifies concepts and concisely documents the complex
interrelationships, and experimentation with the simulation model deepens the understanding of
cause and effect relationships between structure and behavior. All of this allows for more
informed discussion and refinement of the theory. In order to translate the verbal description of
a theory about social structure into the numerical values and mathematical equations required for
a simulation model, the verbal description must first be made clear (Forrester 1961). In the
process of translation, assumptions and underlying details required to make the theory
mathematically explicit are revealed. Additionally, one determines the completeness and
consistency of the theory: lack of completeness leads to missing information in the model and
lack of consistency leads to conflicts in the formulations of the relationships that constitute the
structure of the model. All of this tests the coherence of the theory in ways that may not have
been done before.
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The challenge of using system dynamics to explore social science theory is also
multidimensional: several obstacles to translating theory exist. Most social science theories are
not written with the intension to be translated into unambiguous mathematical form.
Additionally, the assumptions or underlying details required to translate the theory into
mathematical form often do not exist in the written words of the theory, so additional research
must be conducted and/or assumptions made about what the theory‟s author intended in order to
make the representation complete.
Several system dynamicists have used system dynamics to test and explore specific social
science theories. They include John Sterman modeling the work of Kuhn on scientific
revolutions (Sterman 1985), Elise A. Weaver modeling the work of Flynn on homeland security
(Weaver 2005), Elise A. Weaver and George Richardson modeling the work of Hammond on the
cycling of a decision threshold (Weaver and Richardson 2006), and Agata Sawicka modeling the
work of various theorists on the psychology of risk to explore how human psychology in
decision making is a factor in the security of IT infrastructures (Sawicka 2004). In each case,
valuable insights into each theory have been gained and new policies proposed.
1.2 Feminist Theory and System Dynamics
Very little work has been done with system dynamics to facilitate greater understanding of
feminist theories and of the social structure(s) they hypothesize perpetuate the problematic
behavior of the gender gap. Published papers modeling gender diversity with system dynamics
include Bleijenbergh‟s work using group model building to capture gender equity issues in the
workplace (Bleijenbergh 2008, Bleijenbergh 2006), Dudley‟s work evaluating the pipeline delay
explanation for the lack of women in leadership (Dudley 2007), and the author‟s previous work
on improving business performance through workforce diversity (Campbell and Crespo-Marquez
1997). The author‟s paper on the negative effects of unconscious gender bias in the workplace
(Campbell and Hovmand 2004) was the only published work found explicitly modeling feminist
theory using system dynamics.
On the other hand, an entire field exists with the purpose to integrate feminist theory and another
form of mathematical modeling: feminist economics. While much work in the field of feminist
economics is focused on merging a feminist worldview with an economist worldview, many
researchers in the field are also using economic modeling techniques and models to explore feminist
issues and feminist theories. Feminist economists have found it useful to use mathematical modeling
techniques as a “systemic framework for exploring all these questions” of gender equity in feminist
theory (Blank and Reimers 2003, 161). While some feminist economists have found this strategy
successful, many find that several fundamental assumptions of neoclassical and heterodox economics
and economic modeling tools do not fit a feminist perspective (England 2003). Not only does this
field‟s work demonstrate the value of modeling feminist theory, but system dynamics could be a
valuable tool to add to the feminist economics toolbox, one that does not come with the problematic
assumptions of neoclassic or heterodox economics.
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1.3 The Problem: an Ever-present Gender Gap in the U.S.
In her book, Okin presents a feminist theory of structural inequities that perpetuate the everpresent U.S. gender gap in education, employment, and leadership. Research strongly suggests
that significantly reducing the leadership gap will have the high leverage effect of reducing the
gender gaps in education and employment (Wilson 2004, Carroll 2001, Carroll 2000, and
Mansbridge 1998). Hence, this paper summarizes the reinforcing structures described by Okin‟s
theory and their dynamic effect on the gender gap in leadership.
To examine the gender imbalance in a set of leadership positions that represent politics, business,
and the professions, following are the current figures for the percentages of men and women who
are national politicians (U.S. Congress), corporate officers of Fortune 500 companies4, law firm
partners, and college presidents (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Percentage of men and women in leadership roles (2008/9)
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As can be readily seen, women are far from holding equal numbers of these leadership positions.
In examining the historical percentages of women in these positions, it becomes clear that not
only are current percentages low, but the growth rate since 1995 has stagnated (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Women in leadership – Historical trends

“[P]rogress has almost come to a standstill”, writes Ilene Lang, President of Catalyst (Catalyst
2006). This, when women still hold less than 25 percent and in most cases less than 20 percent
of these leadership positions. “At current rates of change, it will be almost three centuries before
women are as likely as men to become top managers in major corporations or achieve equal
representation in Congress” (Rhode 2003, 7).
This is especially disturbing when there are plenty of women with the skills and experience to be
successful in these leadership positions (Catalyst 2005, Rhode 2003). There are, and have been for
some time, significant numbers of women holding the “pipeline” positions that feed into these top
leadership positions. Many researchers conclude, after accounting for other important factors, that
some form of discrimination plays a significant role in the discrepancies between how many
women are in leadership positions and how many are in the ranks just below (see for example
Catalyst 2005, Wilson 2004, Rhode 2003). This effect has been labeled the “glass ceiling”.
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Yet employers have declared the glass ceiling shattered as a result of various policies and programs
they have put in place over the years. So why are women not moving up into leadership positions?
The slowdown in women‟s advancement suggests that previous changes in policy and culture to
remove the glass ceiling have only been partially successful, and that other fundamental changes
are necessary to continue the country‟s progress towards gender equity in leadership. Thus the
rationale for exploring Okin‟s theory, as it presents a potential explanation of this stalled progress.

2 The Theory -- A Dynamic Hypothesis
Okin explains that the traditionally unequal sharing of unpaid domestic work in a marriage, with
the wife taking on more of the domestic work than the husband, sets up a reinforcing cycle of
inequities linking the workplace and the family. After revealing the cultural assumptions
underlying why husbands and wives typically choose not to share the unpaid domestic work of
the home and family equitably, she explains that the resulting gender inequities at home
reinforce inequities in the workplace: less investment in career assets, lower wages, and less
opportunity to take on significant work -- including leadership positions in the professions,
business, or politics -- for the wife than the husband. These inequities in assets, earning
potential, and career opportunity then reinforce the unequal sharing of work at home. This
dynamic crosses the perceived boundaries of workplace and family, creating a structural
interaction between the two that mutually reinforces gender inequities in both (see Figure 3).

Workplace
gender inequity
in the workplace
+
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

+

gender inequity
in marriage

Family

Figure 3: A reinforcing dynamic perpetuating inequities

Okin explains, in the context of this dynamic, why the U.S. gender gaps in education,
employment, and leadership still exist. In anticipation of future family responsibilities, young
women make culturally-driven educational “choices”, choosing, for example, fields of study that
will allow them job flexibility or greatly reduced travel time so they can be available for their
husbands and children. These choices create the education gap, which in turn sets the stage for
the employment gap: the issues of occupational segregation, lower pay, and career paths with
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reduced leadership opportunities that women face. Even as recently as 2009, women in
equivalent full-time jobs earn on average 80% of the wage men earn.12
Additional “choices” women make once they marry, which satisfy the cultural expectations to be a
good mother and supportive wife but reinforce the employment gap, include working low paid but
flexible jobs, working part time, or taking time out from the workforce all together. Finally, the
leadership gap is an outcome of these educational and employment “choices” as well as
unintentional bias in favor of men in the workplace that results from the inability of the majority of
people (men and women) to cognitively resolve the stereotypes of female domesticity with those
of leadership.
This reinforcing dynamic between workplace and family has not been addressed by previous
workplace-focused “glass ceiling” policies. Okin and many other feminist researchers believe
that equalizing the division of domestic work is crucial to equalizing leadership opportunities for
women in business, the professions, and politics. This section describes the theory in more
detail, using a causal loop model to illustrate it. Before delving into the causal loop model,
assumptions that impact the fundamental design of the model are discussed.
2.1 Fundamental Model Assumptions and Model Scope
The use of system dynamics to examine the theory described in Okin results in an immediate
observation: there is a mismatch between the aggregation level of the problematic behavior and
that of the social structure believed to be causing it. The problematic behavior is defined at the
level of the U.S. workforce whereas the structure is described at the level of an individual
couple. The assumption is made, both in Okin‟s work and in the paper, that if the problematic
behavior can be demonstrated for a couple (or a variety of couples with different characteristics)
then the behavior produced by a multitude of couples would collectively produce the aggregate
workforce behavior described by Okin and shown in the figures of section 1. The simulation
model allows for a variety of couple types, and the dynamic behavior of each of these couple
types is assumed to represent some portion of the behavior witnessed in the aggregate.
Another fundamental choice was made regarding which unit of measure would represent
domestic work and wage work in the model: time (in hours per week) or number of tasks per
week. It is rare in system dynamics to model time directly (and, in fact, is cautioned against 13).
Yet Okin refers much more frequently to issues of time than tasks. Also, when researching
beyond Okin to determine the availability of empirical data with which to validate the model,
time-use theory was identified as a large discipline within feminist research. Therefore, in the
interest of representing the theory most closely, as well as integrating the work with ongoing
feminist research, time (in hours per week) was chosen as the unit of measure.
Finally, the scope of the project is able-bodied, heterosexual couples who do not have, or do not
choose, the option of hiring outside domestic services.
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2.2 Domestic Work Decision Dynamics
The traditionally unequal division of domestic work between husband and wife is fundamental to
the theory described in Okin. An important decision criterion for deciding which of them does
more domestic work is whose job is more important to the family. The traditional method for
determining this is economic – which spouse earns more.
Workplace

husband's position
and seniority

wife's position
and seniority

+
+
husband's wife's
wages wages
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
+ husband/wife wage gap

Family

husband's actual
time spent on
domestic work

-

+

wife's actual
time spent on
domestic work

Figure 4: Couple‟s wage gap drives domestic work decision

In Figure 4, the division of domestic work is driven by the difference between the husband‟s and
wife‟s current annual wages. If the husband‟s wages are greater than the wife‟s, she performs
more domestic work. If their wages are similar, they share the domestic work equitably. If her
wages are greater than his, he performs more domestic work.
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2.3

Effect on Husband’s Wage Work
Workplace
+

husband's normal
time on wage work

husband's
+ career assets
+

husband's position
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wife's position
and seniority

+
+
husband's wife's
wages wages

husband's incremental
time on wage work

+
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
+ husband's
husband/wife wage gap
discretionary
time available for
wage work

Family

husband's actual
time spent on
domestic work

-

+

wife's actual
time spent on
domestic work

Figure 5: Effect on husband‟s wage work

Assuming the wife‟s wages are lower, as the wife takes on more domestic work, the husband is
granted more discretionary time to spend on wage work. 14 This gives him the flexibility to go
into the office on the weekend or take a special client to dinner or work an extra shift or accept a
promotion to a (more senior) leadership position, knowing his wife is at home taking
responsibility for the children and housework. This extra time on the job is the couple‟s
investment in his career assets, which in turn has an eventual positive impact on his position and
seniority (a proxy for his leadership position), and his wages. As his wages increase, the
difference in their wages increases, and she takes on still more domestic work, granting him yet
more discretionary time for wage work and continuing the cycle (see Figure 5).
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2.4

Effect on Wife’s Wage Work
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Figure 6: Effect on wife‟s wage work

As the wife takes on more domestic work, her discretionary time available to spend on wage work
decreases. This reduces her flexibility to go into the office on the weekend or take a special client
to dinner or work an extra shift or accept a promotion to a (more senior) leadership position
because of her responsibility to be at home taking care of the children and housework. This loss of
discretionary time for wage work reduces the couple‟s investment in her career assets, which in
turn has a slowing impact on her promotions and her wage increases (see Figure 6).
Okin argues that even husbands and wives who begin their marriage in equal positions with equal
salaries tend to experience this dynamic of shifting domestic workload. Well-documented
unintentional bias in favor of men occurring in the workplace, resulting from traditional gender
stereotypes (see for example Catalyst 2007, Catalyst 2005), causes the woman to advance and
receive raises more slowly than her husband. As his status and earning power increase beyond
hers, in the context of family decision-making his job is considered more important to the family.
While she may already be doing more than her share of the domestic work at home (research
shows this to be typical, even in two-career families (Sayer 2005, Strober and Chan 1999)), it is
even more likely that she performs more of this work to support the demands of his job.
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2.5

Impact of Time Demands of the Family
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+
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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-

-
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+

-
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time spent on
+ domestic work

+
time demands
of family

Figure 7: Impact of time demands of the family

The time needed for domestic work is not static. For example, with the purchase of a home or
the birth of a child, the time demands of the family increase dramatically (see Figure 7).
Because the husband‟s job is considered more important to the family, when it comes time to
take time off from work for child-rearing, the wife is the “logical choice” to do this, resulting in
her becoming even less economically equal in the marriage as she dramatically loses seniority,
leadership opportunities, and economic value to the family by working part time or stepping out
of the job market.
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2.6

Impact of Cultural Expectations
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Figure 8: Impact of cultural expectations

Until this point in the theory description, the dynamic can function either way: if the husband
earns more, the wife performs more domestic work; if the wife earns more, the husband performs
more domestic work. But there are very few real life examples of men performing more domestic
work than their wives when their wives earn more than they do, so Okin describes an additional
factor at play.
In addition to the economic decision the husband and wife make, more or less consciously, Okin
argues there is a subtle yet equally powerful driver of the division of domestic work: the cultural
expectations society has for the amount of domestic work both husband and wife “should” perform
(see Figure 8). As U.S. cultural expectations are for the wife to perform most of the domestic work
regardless of her wage work seniority or annual wages, there is significant pressure for the wife to
comply to avoid peer disapproval. Women receive disapproval from family members, friends,
colleagues, even complete strangers, for performing what society perceives as “too little” domestic
work relative to cultural expectations. This makes it easier for the husband to perform less
domestic work because he does not experience the same disapproval when performing a smaller
share of the domestic work. Douglas and Michaels (2004) and Johnson (1997) confirm the strength
of these cultural expectations on individual and group behavior.
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2.7 Conclusion
Okin hypothesizes that this reinforcing dynamic between workplace and family, with the
traditionally unequal division of domestic work at its core, is the constraint holding women back
from achieving an equal number of leadership positions to men. This causal loop model
concisely summarizes her dynamic hypothesis. The dynamics it describes are similar to the
Success to the Successful archetype (Senge 1990), but with a twist – the two sides are not exact
reflections of each other. The woman, due to the imbalance of cultural expectations, never
achieves the same level of success as the man when their archetype roles are reversed. The
simulation model developed in the next section allows this hypothesis to be tested, both against
empirical data and Okin‟s description of the problematic behavior.

3 Model Development
The simulation model is an integration of three submodels: the Domestic Work submodel, the Wage
Work submodel, and the Time Allocation submodel (see Figure 9). This section summarizes the
purpose and dynamics of each submodel and concludes with the complete integrated model. A
detailed description and build-up of these submodels is provided in Campbell (2007).
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Wage Work submodel
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+
+
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-
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Time Allocation submodel
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Domestic Work submodel

-+
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+

wife's actual
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+

time demands
of family

cultural expectation cultural expectation
for husband
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Figure 9: Three submodels in simulation model
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3.1

Domestic Work Submodel: The Impact of Wages, Personal Attitudes, and Cultural
Expectations on the Division of Domestic Work Time
Domestic work includes child care, housework, shopping, cooking, laundry and planning
(Bianchi, Raley, and Milkie 2005; Okin 1989). The Domestic Work submodel (see Figure 10)
represents the fundamental mechanics of a husband (left side) and wife (right side) dividing
domestic work time between them and the important decision criteria they use for dividing the
work: the difference between their wages, their individual attitudes, and the prevailing cultural
expectations (top half of the structure). They feel pressure to adjust the amount of time they
spend on domestic work based on how adequately they are meeting the time demands of the
family and/or their agreed to distribution of time (bottom half of the structure).
hAnnualWages

wAnnualWages

TotalFamilyWage
hRelativeWage

wRelativeWage
wWageDetPercent

hWageDetPercent
CulturalExpectationFor_w

CulturalExpectationFor_h
hWculture

hAttitude

wAttitude

wWculture

hWwage

wWwage

hCAdetPercent

wCAdetPercent

TimeDemandsOfFamily

hCAWdetPercent

wCAWdetPercent

hCAWdetDWT

wCAWdetDWT
wPotentialDWT

hPotentialDWT

hMinDWT

hAdjCAWdetDWT

wMinDWT

wAdjCAWdetDWT

AdequacyOfTotalDWTforTDF
AdeqOFwDWTforCAW

AdeqOFhDWTforCAW

wPTA_DWT

hPTA_DWT
PTAfactor

TotalDWT

wIndDWT

hIndDWT

Adequacy of Husband's
Domestic Work Loops

Adequacy of Wife's
Domestic Work Loops

hMinDWT

wMinDWT
husbandsADWT
Adj_hADWT

wifesADWT
Adj_wADWT

hDWT_AdjDelay
wDWT_AdjDelay

hIncrAdjDelay

wDecrAdjDelay

hDecrAdjDelay

wIncrAdjDelay

RefDecrAdjDelay

RefIncrAdjDelay

Figure 10: Domestic Work submodel
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3.2

Wage Work Submodel: The Impact of Wage Work Time on Career Assets, Leadership
Position, and Wages
The Wage Work submodel (see Figure 11) represents the fundamentals of the workplace: the way time
spent in wage work increases career assets and leadership position (represented by current seniority),
which in turn drives wages. It includes any pressure the husband or wife feel to adjust actual wage
work time based on how adequately they are meeting the time demands of their job or their desired
wage work time, as well as promotion, demotion, unemployment, and new job dynamics.
Husband's Wage Work Time
EffectOfSen iorityOn_hWag es
hInitSen iority

hAnnualWag es

hCurrentSeniority
hWorkingForWage
hUnemplTime
hAd van cement

hTally

hDemotion

EffectOfSen iorityOnHTDJob
hFlu sh
husbandsAWWT
hLTAadeq

Husband's
Promotion Loop

Adj_hLTAad eq

hUnemplInterval
hDemotionReviewInterval

hDiscWWT
hInadeqThreshol d
hStandardPromotionInterval
hPromotion Offer

Husband's hLTAdelay
Demotion Loop

hTDJadeq

hTDJob

hDemotionIndicator

EffectOfLTAon_hIin terval

hPTA_WWT
hMinPromotion Interval

hDesiredWWT

hIndWWT

Adequacy of Husband's
Wage Work Loop hFactor

hAd eqDetPromotionInterval

AdeqOfHWWT

hu sbandsAWWT
Adj_hAWWT
hActu al PromotionInterval
hRecen tlyWorking hNewJob
WageWorkHigherPriorityFor_h
hWorkin gForWage

hWWTAdjDelay

hLastSen iorityChang eTime
hSeniorityChan geTime hOldSeniorityChangeTime

RefIncrAd jDelay RefDecrAdjDelay

Wife's Wage Work Time
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wInitSeniority

wAnn ualWages

wCurrentSeniority
wWorkingForWage
wUnemplTime
wTally

wDemotion

wAdvancement

wFlush

EffectOfSen iorityOnWTDJob
wifesAWWT
wLTAadeq

Wife's
Promotion Loop

wUnemplInterval
wDemotionReviewInterval

Adj_wLTAadeq
wDiscWWT

wInadeq Threshold
wStandardPromotionInterval
wPromotionOffer

wLTAdelay
Wife's
Demotion Loop

wTDJad eq

wTDJob

wDemotionIndicator

EffectOfLTAon_wInterval

wPTA_WWT
wMinPromotionInterval

wDesiredWWT

wIndWWT

Adequacy of Wife's
Wage Work Loop hFactor

wAdeqDetPromotionInterval

AdeqOfWWWT

wifesAWWT
Adj_wAWWT
wActualPromotionInterval
wRecentlyWorking wNewJob
WageWorkHigherPriorityFor_w
wWorking ForWage
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Figure 11: Wage Work submodel
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3.3 Sleep and Leisure Time Structures
Individuals spend their time each week in four major activities: domestic work, wage work, sleep,
and leisure (Bianchi, Raley, and Milkie 2005; Sayer 2005). In preparation for the Time Allocation
submodel, two additional structures are necessary, the sleep and leisure time structures.

TotalHoursInWeek
hIdealSleepTime

husbandsAWWT
hIndicatedSleep

hMinSleepTime

husbandsADWT
husbandsSleepTime
Adj_hSleep

husbandsLeisureTime_

husbandsSleepTime
RefIncrAdjDelay

RefDecrAdjDelay

Figure 12: Husband‟s sleep time structure

Figure 13: Husband‟s leisure time structure

The structure for sleep time is based on the concepts of a minimum sleep time required for
functioning and an ideal or preferred sleep time (see Figure 12). Leisure time is the time left over
each week after wage work, domestic work, and sleep times have been allocated (see Figure 13).
3.4

Time Allocation Submodel: The Mechanics of Allocating Time between Domestic Work
and Wage Work
The Time Allocation submodel represents the method an individual might use for allocating his
or her time each week between domestic work, wage work, sleep, and leisure. This submodel
implements a resource allocation scheme conceptually described by Will Glass-Husain.15
The resource allocation scheme begins with a list of resource requests, prioritizes them, and then
allocates resources to each of the requests in order of priority, based on the available supply of
the resource. If there is enough resource for all the requests, then all receive their requested
supply. If there is not enough of the resource, then the highest priority requests are fulfilled first.
One request may only receive a partial supply if there is not enough resource left to fulfill its full
request (see Figure 14).

15

Will Glass-Husain, email to the system dynamics mailing list, December 22, 1999, “Resource Allocation Models”
thread, system dynamics mailing list archive, December 13, 1999,
http://www.ventanasystems.co.uk/forum/viewthread.php?tid=1415.
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Figure 14: Husband‟s Time Allocation submodel
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3.5

Complete Model: Integration of the Domestic Work, Wage Work, and Time Allocation
Submodels
Integrating the three submodels and the additional structures requires connection at two junction
points. All of the structures are interconnected through the Time Allocation submodels for
husband and wife. Additionally, the husband‟s and wife‟s Wage Work submodels are connected
to the Domestic Work submodel through the Husband’s and Wife’s Annual Wages variables.
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Figure 15: Complete model
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4 Model Validation
Barlas (1996) proposes three types of validation tests: direct structure tests, structure-oriented
behavior tests, and behavior pattern tests. All three types of tests were used to validate the model.
The submodels were validated first, with direct structure tests and structure-oriented behavior tests.
Then the complete model was validated using behavior pattern tests. A summary of the complete
model validation is presented here, while the details are available in Campbell (2007).
After developing confidence in the structure of the model (in this case, through submodel
validation), behavior pattern tests were performed, comparing the model‟s behavior with
empirical data. Barlas (1996) notes that emphasis should be placed on matching data patterns of
behavior rather than data points. Unfortunately, the only empirical data found in this research
was in the form of data points. This paper identifies a research opportunity for long-term pattern
data to be identified or collected.
4.1 Empirical Data
Examining the results of a research study undertaken by the Survey Research Center of the
University of Michigan, Arlie Hochschild, in her book The Second Shift, identifies a percentage
correlation between a husband‟s relative wage and the amount of domestic work his wife
performs. The data in Table 1 is based on a sample of couples with children under age 15 in
which both husband and wife work full time.
Table 1: Husband‟s relative wage and wife‟s domestic work time

Wage
Gap
A)
B)
C)
D)

Husband‟s Relative Wage
(percentage of family income)
75% or more
55 - 75%
45 - 55%
0 - 45%

Wife‟s Domestic Work Time
(percentage of total)
72%
66%
55%
49% or more

Source: Hochschild 1989, 291

As a result of her own research described in the same book, Hochschild develops a
categorization scheme for couples, based on their gender ideology for the division of domestic
work. In her scheme there are three couple types: Traditional, Egalitarian, and Transitional.
Traditional couples both believe that the wife should --ideally -- stay home and be responsible
for most of the domestic work, while the husband takes the breadwinner role. The traditional
man bases his identity on his wage work, while the traditional woman bases her identity on her
roles as wife and mother. Egalitarian couples both believe that domestic work should – ideally –
be shared 50/50. (None in her study actually achieved this division.) Egalitarian couples base
their identities on the same sphere, either both on career or both on family life. Transitional
couples have a mixed ideology. Both base their identity on their careers, though the transitional
woman wants to additionally identify with her roles at home. The husband accepts that the wife
chooses to work, but believes she should perform most of the domestic work and not allow her
wage work to interfere with her home responsibilities. The wife believes her husband should
share the domestic work with her because she is working. In Hochschild‟s research she
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determined that transitional couples were the most prevalent, followed by traditional couples,
then egalitarian couples (Hochschild 1989).
Using these couple types as a basis for defining several of the model parameters, then tuning one
or more of the additional parameters, the model successfully replicated each of the wage gap
pairings described in Table 1. In fact, through a variety of plausible scenarios, the model was
able to replicate each wage gap pair for each couple type. One sample of these model validation
runs is described in the next section.
4.2 Family Lifecycle
To develop a plausible family lifecycle, a context needed to evaluate the simulation against the
empirical data points, three dimensions need to be defined: the time demands of a “typical”
family over the span of a career, and the husband‟s and wife‟s years of wage work. One
hypothetical case for time demands of the family was created:
Time demands of the family
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Figure 16: Time demands of the family

The man and woman marry at age 25, and this is time 0 of the simulation. They have their first
child after 3 years and their second child after 5 years. After the children turn 12, the demands
decrease, and once the children are 18, the demands decrease again. They do not decrease to as
little as they were at the beginning of their marriage because the couple has a house now, and
other acquisitions that take time to maintain. At age 65, they both retire. Due to illness, one of
them requires more care than before.
Three different hypothetical cases for the wife‟s wage-earning years were developed:
Case 1 – The wife works for the entire marriage until she retires after 40 years elapse.
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Case 2 – The wife stays home for 5 years after the second child arrives, then returns to work and
retires after 40 years elapse.
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Case 3 – The wife stays home for 10 years after the second child arrives, then returns to work
and retires after 40 years elapse.
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The husband is assumed to work for the entire marriage, retiring after 40 years.
When these three dimensions are integrated to create a family lifecycle, then the portion of the
lifecycle used for comparison with the empirical data is narrowed – to the portion(s) in which
both the husband and wife work and their children are under age 15. Yet the simulations are run
over the entire lifecycle to understand the impact of the interrelated family and work dynamics
on the results.
4.3 Complete Model Validation
To set up the model simulations, several parameters need to be initialized. While the details of
categorizing and initializing the parameters are provided in Campbell (2007), in summary, 1)
assumptions were made based on descriptions in the literature to define cultural expectations,
and basic delays and thresholds; 2) several parameters were prescribed based on the definition of
couple types; and 3) other parameters were tuned to achieve the empirical data and then
evaluated as possible or plausible. As transitional couples are most prevalent, a sample result for
this couple type matching wage gap B is shown next.
Wage
Gap
A)
B)
C)
D)

Husband‟s Relative Wage
(percentage of family income)
75% or more
55 - 75%
45 - 55%
0 - 45%

Wife‟s Domestic Work Time
(percentage of total)
72%
66%
55%
49% or more
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To replicate Wage Gap B requires the use of Case 2 for the wife‟s wage work – 5 years out of
the workforce. The resulting table demonstrates that, once the wife has gone back to work after
staying home for 5 years (in pink), for the years 11 through 15 the husband‟s relative wage and
the wife‟s domestic work time percentage match Wage Gap B (in blue).

Time hRelativeWage wDWTpercentage hDWT percentagehCurrentS enioritywCurrentSeniorityhAnnualWageswA n
1
50
55
45
5.00
5.00
35,000.00
35
2
50
55
45
5.00
5.00
35,000.00
35
3
50
55
45
5.00
5.00
35,000.00
35
4
47
55
45
5.00
6.00
35,000.00
40
5
100
55
45
6.00
6.00
40,000.00
6
100
80
20
6.00
6.00
40,000.00
7
100
80
20
6.00
5.00
40,000.00
8
100
80
20
6.00
4.00
40,000.00
9
100
80
20
7.00
3.00
50,000.00
10
71
80
20
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2.00
50,000.00
20
11
71
66
34
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20
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34
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13
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5 Scenario Analysis

her willingness to take 5 years off from work to stay home (but not 10). It is also reasonable to
assume, due to their ideology and the “choices” they each made as a result, that the husband
begins their marriage with a higher seniority level than the wife.
The resulting graphs of relative wage and domestic work time, as well as those of current
seniority, annual wages, domestic work time, wage work time, leisure time, and sleep time, are
shown. The behavior exhibited in the graphs is discussed below.
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Figure 17: Transitional couple -- Wage gap A
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The focus of this research is the leadership gap – why women are not moving up into leadership
positions in the same numbers as men. Consider the graphs in Figure 17. Beginning with the
Domestic Work Time Percentages graph, one observes that when the woman stops wage work at
year 5, her domestic work time responsibility increases dramatically and stays high during the five
years she is off work (year 5-10). One can also readily observe from the Current Seniority graph
that the woman loses much of her seniority during those years. When she returns to work, due
primarily to her low wages and the importance she places on wages as a criterion for dividing
domestic work, she continues to perform most of the domestic work. As a result of her time off
and the couple‟s ideology, by the end of her career the woman has only achieved a seniority level
slightly higher than where she began the marriage. Thus this couple‟s domestic choices keep the
wife from moving up into leadership positions at work at the same rate as the husband.
One might argue that while she is not moving up in the workplace, she could be taking on
leadership roles in other venues. Okin‟s work is focused on professional leadership positions as
an important means of influence. Volunteer positions rarely have the same breadth of influence
as professional ones. But for the sake of argument, any possibility of the woman leading an
organization outside of wage work is quickly discounted, for in observing her leisure time and
sleep time during the child-rearing years (year 3 – 23) it becomes clear she does not have the
discretionary time to take on any additional roles. It is concluded that the model under this
scenario does replicate, at the individual family level, the leadership gap Okin describes in
aggregate at the societal level.
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5.2 Egalitarian Couple – Wage Gap C
As 70% of egalitarian couples divide their domestic work as in Wage Gap C and Wage Gap D,
the second scenario replicates Wage Gap C.
This egalitarian couple is career-oriented. Both husband and wife base their identity on wage
work, and they choose for the wife to continue working through the child-rearing years. They
begin the marriage at the same seniority level. Consistent with the definition of an egalitarian
couple, both the husband and wife believe in sharing the domestic work equally.
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Figure 18: Egalitarian couple -- Wage gap C
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In this scenario, the couple chooses for the wife to continue working through the child-rearing
years. Due to their initially equal seniority and their commitment to wage work as the primary
basis of their identity, both husband and wife reach leadership positions during the course of
their careers. Even though this scenario represents a couple with complete parity in mind,
cultural expectations impact their division of domestic work. Unfortunately for the woman,
because of this greater amount of domestic work time, achieving this wage work parity with the
man negatively impacts her leisure and sleep time.
The results of this scenario demonstrate that not taking time off from work can improve a woman‟s
leadership opportunities appreciably, yet at a significant cost to leisure time (and at key junctures to
sleep time). While the behavior of this scenario does not match the leadership gap Okin describes, it
raises the question whether a woman could, or would choose to, maintain this lifestyle. While this
scenario demonstrates how women can make it into leadership positions, it also supports the premise
of recent literature indicating that many professional women are “opting out” of this stressful lifestyle
and choosing to stay home or work in less demanding positions (see for example Hewlett 2007,
Stone 2007, Wallis 2004, and Belkin 200316).
5.3 Conclusion
Several of the scenarios in Campbell (2007) demonstrate that the behavior of the model replicates the
leadership gap Okin describes and that is observed in the aggregate U.S. data. Women who take time
off from work are significantly susceptible to losing their leadership opportunities. Those who put a
high weight on wages, because of their career orientation or standard of living orientation, fair the worst
when they take time off because of how their emphasis, coupled with the disparity in wages when they
return to work, causes them to take on much more domestic work even when working full time.
Other scenarios demonstrate the difficult lives many women who choose to pursue leadership live.
Women with children who work full time and consider wage work their primary identity have little if
any leisure time, creating a stressful life. This points to at least one reason women who begin their
married lives with leadership ambitions might choose later on to “opt out” – to take time off from work
or find less demanding positions.
In total, the results of these two scenarios viewed out of context might appear to paint a balanced
picture between the number of women who advance into leadership positions and the number who do
not. Yet, each of these scenarios does not represent an equal number of couples in the U.S. population.
Based on Hochschild, couples with transitional and traditional ideologies make up the vast majority of
couples in the U.S. These couples are the ones most likely to divide their domestic work as in Wage
Gaps A and B. Of the full array of simulations that replicate these two wage gap pairings (Campbell
2007), in only one does the wife continue working through the child-rearing years. In all the rest, she
takes time off from work for five or ten years. As a result of this time off, her leadership opportunities
are severely limited if not lost altogether. Therefore, examining the simulation results that represent the
vast majority of couples, in most instances the woman is not able to advance to the same level as the
man. Considering these results in the collective as the equivalent of the aggregate, it can be concluded
that the scenario results replicate the leadership gap Okin describes.
16

“The Opt-Out Revolution”, L Belkin, New York Times, October 26, 2002, http://www.nytimes.com/
2003/10/26/magazine/26WOMEN.html?ex=1382500800&en=02f8d75eb63908e0&ei=5007&
partner=USERLAND.
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6 Conclusion
In this section, the research findings, contributions, and limitations are summarized, and
opportunities for further research outlined.
6.1 Summary of Research Findings
One objective of this research was to translate the theory Okin describes in her book Justice,
Gender, and the Family into a system dynamics model and determine whether it produces the
problematic behavior described: an ongoing gender gap in leadership. This paper presents Okin‟s
descriptive theory in a system dynamics model and demonstrates analytically that a social
structure like that described in the theory could be producing the leadership gap. Several
decisions and cultural beliefs are identified as having more significant impact on women‟s
leadership outcomes than others, including: whether a woman takes time off from her career,
how many years she takes off, whether a woman identifies herself with wage work or with roles
at home, a couple‟s initial seniority at work, and a woman‟s emphasis on wages as a decision
criterion for dividing domestic work time with her husband.
The other objective of this research was to evaluate the applicability of system dynamics to
exploring and advancing feminist theory. Applying system dynamics to this theory of gender
equity reaped the same benefits that applying system dynamics has brought to social science
theories previously: it revealed assumptions, clarified concepts, integrated disparate dimensions
of the theory, and created a complete representation of the theory (even when it was necessary to
supplement the theory with modeler assumptions and/or additional research) as well as a deeper
understanding of the cause and effect relationships within the theory‟s structure and between the
structure and the problematic behavior.
These results confirm that system dynamics can be a valuable tool for advancing feminist theory.
As has occurred with the exploration of other social science theories, it is assumed that system
dynamics can also be a valuable tool in the development of well-targeted policies aimed at
closing the leadership gap.
6.2 Research Contributions
This research has made contributions to feminist theory (which crosses fields), and to the fields
of feminist economics and system dynamics.
6.2.1

Contributions to Feminist Theory

The contributions to feminist theory are twofold: to this specific theory of gender equity and as a
proof of concept in the applicability of system dynamics to feminist theory in general.
For this specific theory, the research:
• Identifies gaps in the theory and the data (information either unidentified or unavailable) that
filled would further the robustness of the theory.
• Integrates the disparate dimensions of the theory scattered throughout Okin‟s book into one
concise, complete representation.
• Provides an analytical tool for evaluating different policy options in the future.
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For feminist theory in general, this research provides a proof of concept. By supporting systemic
thinking, system dynamics:
• Adds clarity to concepts and terms.
• Drives data collection to support a fuller understanding of the social structure and the
problematic patterns of behavior.
• Provides tools for scenario and policy analysis, which result in a deeper understanding of a
theory, all of which
• Ensures the robustness of the theory‟s description of social structure and its ability to explain
the problematic behavior, resulting in an improved likelihood of success in eliminating the
problematic behavior through well-targeted policies.
6.2.2

Contributions to the Field of Feminist Economics

In addition to the contributions made to feminist theory, this research provides the field of
feminist economics a proof of concept that system dynamics is a valuable analytical method that
provides a systemic framework for exploring questions of gender, yet without the problematic
assumptions that analysis methods based in neoclassical or heterodox economics bring, limiting
their effectiveness when examining feminist theory.
6.2.3

Contributions to the Field of System Dynamics

Leaders in the field of system dynamics have a goal to increase the number of disciplines that
use system dynamics as an analysis method to support systemic thinking. This research
demonstrates the applicability of system dynamics to issues of gender and to feminist theory,
thereby opening up opportunities for members of multiple fields whose work intersects with
feminist theory to consider using system dynamics. The research also provides one more
example of the applicability of system dynamics to social science issues in general.
6.3 Research Limitations
The current research has limitations in two primary areas: 1) a somewhat limited usage of feminist
research and 2) missing structure. Feminist theory cuts across disciplines, and as such is scholarly,
broad, and rich; this project was necessarily limited in the research that could be included. Several
gaps in the theory and data details, filled by assumptions of the author, might be more accurately
filled by feminist theory or research data in yet unidentified works. The current model structure
does not implement a husband‟s resistance to additional domestic work (Okin 1989) or
unintentional bias in favor of men in the workplace, nor does it include structure to create the
aggregate behavior described in Okin. These are all opportunities for future expansion.
6.4 Future Directions
Opportunities to further this research exist in the areas of model extension, validation, scenario
analysis, and policy analysis (details can be found in Campbell (2007)). All opportunities could
be supported by additional research of the existing feminist literature.
One significant purpose of a simulation model is to provide a systematic method for evaluating
policy options intended to close the leadership gap. Okin suggests a few in her book, and others
are suggested by the thesis analysis. While additional steps are necessary to ensure the
robustness of the simulation model for this purpose, the next major objective of the work is to
systematically evaluate these and other policy options to identify the highest leverage actions
that women, men, and organizations can take to sustainably close the leadership gap.
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